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The project is resulted from being the co-corporative educator at True Corporation Public Company Limited. I have been a part of Supply chain division including warehouse section. The purpose of the study is combine two warehouses together for reducing cost in warehouse management, especially in transportation point of view.

The study shows that there is the reorganizing of divisions of the warehouse to create better management by combine some divisions which have similar duties and keep some divisions which take care of technical duties. Moreover, the company established the new division for take part of planning the whole transportation networks of the company. The target of combine the warehouse is to reduce cost of transportation for 5% saying that from 4,177,542.80 baht/month to 3,968,665.66 baht/month leading to the next aim which is reducing variable cost for 5%, approximately from 5,593,688.63 baht/month to 5,314,003.94 baht/month. The total of the capital is 37,002,400 baht. It will take 4.32 years for gaining the profit.
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